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March Meeting Presentation

Tuesday March 14

Starts 4.00 PM

Main Session:
How I use iMovie:

Des Graham

AT
St Peter’s Hall
Corner Draper &
Hodgson Streets

Des will demonstrate how he uses iMovie to create
various Projects.

Ocean Grove

Second Segment-Continuation of Back To Basics
ALL WELCOME!

BMUG Newsletter Layout

Question & Answer Session:
This is your opportunity to ask questions, promote
discussion and hopefully seek solutions to your queries.

& Masthead
Designed by Peter Baldwin
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Membership Reminder 2017
Memberships for 2017 are now Overdue.
Membership per Person.........................$20.00
This March Meeting is the cut off date for payment of
2017 Subscriptions and unless you renew your
membership, this will be your last BMUG Newsletter.
Payment can be made at this March meeting to
Treasurer, John Beatty OR you may like to pay on our
website, using the following procedure1. When the Website opens, click on “Membership” and
scroll down to the bottom, where it statesBMUG Memberships Full $20.00 AUD
2. Click on:
This takes you to PayPal.
3. Click on “Checkout”.
4. Log into Pay Pal to complete the purchase, including
filling in all your details of name, address and credit card
details, if they do not come up automatically.
5. Click on the next line “Add special instructions to the
Seller”.
6. In this box be sure to type in your Full Name, so that
our Treasurer knows who made the payment.
7. Finally click the Pay Button.
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Do you have a messy
Desktop?

Do you Get iCloud
Authentication Prompts?

Here is an interesting article by Lori Gil
at iMore.com on
how MacOS Sierra
can
help
you
organise
your
desktop.

When faced with the iCloud error
message shown below or an iCloud
authentication dialog, you open iCloud
Preferences and enter your iCloud
password when prompted.
That should make the prompt go away,
right?
In some cases it doesn’t.
Either the login prompt or a login error
message keep popping up over and over
Do you Get “Login” Keychain
again at random times, often when you
restart your Mac. That is the “iCloud Password Prompts?
login loop” you are dealing with. It is a
known bug, often caused by a faulty Wi- Unlike the “iCloud login loop” problem I
discussed above, the login keychain
Fi connection or an update gone wrong.
problem is not caused by a bug.
If you are asked to enter the login keychain
password every time you log into your user
account, it’s most likely because that
password doesn’t match your current user
account password.

Have you updated your
Skype?
The
current
version 7.18 of
Skype won't work
after March 1, 2017. Mac users
will need to update to the newest
version or you won't be able to
sign in to your Skype.
To update your Mac, iPad or
iPhone devices, see website below
for details: https://www.skype.com/en/
download-skype/skype-for-computer/

Do

To get rid of the recurring sign-in prompt,
sign out of your iCloud account from
System Preferences > iCloud, restart your
Mac, and sign into iCloud again. These
steps got rid of the authentication
failures for me.
Is the problem persisting for you?
Disconnect iCloud from individual apps like
Reminders and Messages before you sign
out of iCloud. Then re-boot your Mac, sign
into iCloud, and connect the apps again.
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To fix the problem, first open the
Keychain Access application and click on
Change
Password
for
Keychain
“login”. Here is a snapshot of the dialog
box that will pop up:

In the ‘Current Password’ field, type in
the old password of your user account,
i.e. the one you currently use to gain
access to the login keychain. In the ‘New
Password’ and ‘Verify’ fields type in the
current password of your user account
and hit the ‘OK’ button. You can now
close the Keychain Access app. The
recurring password prompt should not
bother you anymore.
In case you have forgotten the old
password of your user account, you
might have to create a new login
keychain.

How to view someone's
screen remotely
One really easy way to view someone
else's screen or even control their Mac
over the internet, which is invaluable if
you are helping troubleshoot a relative's
or friend’s computer problems, is to
launch Screen Sharing by searching for it
with Spotlight then entering the Apple ID
of the person you're trying to contact. (If
you or they don't know it, just have them
look in the iCloud pane of System
Preferences. And while they are there,
make sure Screen Sharing is enabled in
the Sharing pane of System Preferences.)
They will be asked to grant you
permission to view their screen, and they
can also then click on the screen sharing
icon in the menu bar and grant you the
ability to virtually, remotely control their
mouse and keyboard too.

(2) Another easier method, in my
opinion, is to choose Force Quit
from the Apple () menu located in
the top left corner of the Tool Bar,
then Right Click or Command Click
on the Apple icon to bring up the
Force Quit Menu as shown above.

Have you ever been stuck
in an Application?
Here are two solutions for you when
your application won't quit or do
anything at all(1) Press Command+Option+Escape.
Then highlight the annoying application
and click the Force Quit button.
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Have you ever received this type of message on
completion of installing an Update to an app?

How did you resolve the problem?

I have been using FotoMagico for a
number of years since Version 3,

my Applications folder and tried to
open the app from there, but

without any problems.
Recently I was working on a new
movie project when I received
notification from Boinx Software that
an update was available for current

received the same result. Next I shut
the computer down and restarted,
thinking that may resolve the
problem, to no avail.
WHAT TO DO NEXT?

version 5, so I proceeded with the
download of the update.
The download was quite large, about
450 Mb. On completion of the
download and installation, I went

In my case I decided to try two
options(1) Logging into my Apple Support
Account and posting my query.
(2) Contacting Boinx Software, the

back to the project that I was
working on, only to find that the
project was frozen and would not
open. The message as shown above
came up on my screen, when I tried

owner of FotoMagico, to request
their comments/solution.
PROBLEM SOLVED!
Boinx Software provided a suitable
solution-

to open the project. I then went to

Peter Baldwin

“The problem is caused by an expired
certificate that is supposed to ensure that
the version of FotoMagico you
downloaded is legitimate and not
malware. macOS is not handling this
situation correctly. Apple is working on a
fix. Meanwhile, you can revert to
FotoMagico 5.2.3” (Link Supplied).
NEXT PROBLEM
In the process of downloading and
reinstalling the older version of
FotoMagico, I lost the current project
on which I had been working (many
hours of work lost!).
SOLUTION
Consult my Time Machine back up
drive and reinstall my ‘in progress’
saved project.
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Peter Baldwin

How to Take Screen Shots of
Touch Bar
on

MacBook Pro
The new MacBook Pro with Touch
Bar has replaced the standard
Escape and Function keys with a
little dynamically changing screen
called the Touch Bar. Some Mac
users may wish to take a
screenshot of the Touch Bar,
perhaps for developing, testing, or
sharing purposes, similar to
screenshotting displays on any
other Mac or iOS device.
There are two different keyboard
shortcuts to capture screen shots
of Touch Bar on the new MacBook.
One
saves
the
Touch
Bar
screenshot as a file on the

desktop, and the other copies a
picture of the Touch Bar to the
Mac clipboard instead. You can
also take screenshots of the Touch
Bar with the Grab application in
Mac OS.
Take a Screen Shot of Touch Bar as
a File on MacBook Pro:
Command + Shift + 6
The Touch Bar screenshot will
appear on the desktop like any
other screen shot would.
Copy a Screen Shot of Touch Bar
to Clipboard on MacBook Pro:
Control + Command + Shift + 6

The Touch Bar screenshot will be
copied to the clipboard, which can
then be pasted elsewhere as
needed. This functions like a
Touch Bar specific version of Print
Screen in that the picture is not
saved as a file but instead goes to
the clipboard, a bit like Command
+Shift+Control+3 on a Mac.
The “Grab” app also supports
taking screenshots of Touch Bar, if
you prefer to use Grab rather than
the standard Mac OS keystrokes
for snapping screenshots. Grab is
found in the / Applications/
Utilities/ folder.
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Feature Article
By Dick Brown

OS Sierra
Vs

SOPHOS

The Greek word sophist derives from the
words sophia and sophos’ which had
meant “wisdom” or “wise’ respectively
since the time of Homer. The words were
originally used to describe expertise in a
particular
knowledge
or
craft.
(Wikipedia).
Recently these definitions have become a
little confusing or even meaningless for
me and my MacBook.

The story…
Prior to downloading OS Sierra onto my
MacBook, I did a Time Machine backup.
Then I proceeded with the upgrade
followed by another Backup to Time
Machine, as I always do after upgrading
the Operating System.

All went well.

Problems?

My routine is to do a Time Machine
Backup every Saturday, prompted by a
Reminder email. The next time I tried
this, Time Machine stuck, with the
message ‘Preparing Backup..’ and

progressed no further. Stopping the
Backup, shutting down the computer and
doing a Restart made no difference,
Time Machine still got no further with
backing up.

What To Do:
If in doubt Google for possible
solutions!
On Googling, I found others who had
had the same problem and it appeared
that Sophos Anti-virus Software might
have been the problem. This was a
surprise to me as I’ve had Sophos on my
Mac for several years with no problems
and it has identified and removed several
attacks from unwanted Malware. It had
also warned against opening some web
sites that were considered ‘unsafe’. So
generally I was pleased with the
protection Sophos had provided.

Next Step-What should I do?
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I could not easily find how to turn
Sophos off, so using an Uninstaller
programme I removed it from my
computer. This would of course leave
me exposed to Malware attack, so I also
turned my WiFi off so I was not
connected to the internet. Then I opened
Time Machine and clicked on ‘Back Up
Now’ and off it went and did the Backup
with no problem at all. So it would seem
that Sophos was causing some kind of
problem.
So as not to be exposed to Malware
attacks I then went back to my Account
on the Sophos web site and redownloaded Sophos Home onto my
MacBook.
I have just now, 8th March, tried to do a
Backup and it stuck again after only
backing up 8.7MB of 18.56GB to be
backed up. I have now found how to
turn Sophos off without removing the
software from my computer. Go to my
Dashboard at the Sophos web site, click
on Settings then click on Configure and
then you are able to turn Sophos off.
Having done that the whole Backup went
through in 20mins with no problems.

While this allows me to do a Backup it is
not a satisfactory situation. I tried to let
Time Machine do an automatic backup
but it stuck as well. So if you have this
same problem you can’t leave Time
Machine to it’s own devices as it won’t
complete the Backup.
Another interesting side issue is the
start-up time for my MacBook. With
Sophos On, the time for a complete
start-up with everything working is
4minutes. At this stage Sophos still has
run it’s Up-dates which can take several
minutes but of course you can use your
Mac during this stage but it does run
slower. If I turn Sophos Off the same
start-up takes 2 minutes! While this is
not a show stopper, after all I’m retired,
it does perhaps point up a another
reason to distrust Sophos.
Like most software manufacturers it is
very difficult to ask them a plain, simple
question, you have to join one of their
Forums or contribute to their Blog. Both
of these really get up my nose but I
thought I’d better give them a chance.
So far my Sophos ID has not been
recognised by the Sign-In process for
the Blog. I shall continue, maybe I have

to create a separate ID for the Blog but
that seems unlikely.
Managed to read the forum now and it
seems this is an on-going set of
problems with Sophos Home and they
are keeping quiet about it. Some
solutions are offered but I don’t feel
confident in applying the suggestions as
they involve areas of the Mac Operating
System I’ve never ventured into.
As you can imagine this has left me with
a sense of frustration as I’ve always
considered Sophos to be a good piece of
software and as many members will
know I’ve been a strong supporter of
Sophos often recommending it at BMUG
meetings. If I can get an answer from
the manufacturer I’ll let you all know but
if this proves too difficult or impossible I
shall look into installing an alternative
anti-virus programme. There are plenty
of them out there, many free and the
web sites of publications like MacWorld
and PC World often have lists of the
ones they recommend.

Have any other members had
similar problems?
If so, your input would be appreciated.
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Peter Baldwin
OneAdaptr is a science and design
Company immersed in the business and
leisure travel lifestyle.
Immerse is not just a word for them. It is a
belief system. They believe that creativity
and innovation flows from those things
that people find worthy of passionate
pursuit.
Once you find that zone, it is not hard to
become immersed.

They like to say-

“It’s not Rocket Science...It is socket
science”.

it. They let others take those products to
the market.

As frequent travellers themselves, they
address problems all travellers are facing
in this fast changing technology era and
will only introduce products that deliver a
remarkable solution or a notable design
enhancement. They speak only to
travellers that want the very best.

Their socket science continues to be
unparalleled and vigorously patented and
protected. What they have can never be
emulated and will never run the risk of
market obsolescence.
Their path is to transcend boundaries of
industry practices and typical corporate
drivers. Incremental changes to products
are simply not their gig.

If they can’t take a product outside its
current boundary, they don’t bother with

Last month I wrote an article on
Overseas Travel with suggestions
about
organising
your
‘Tech’
requirements.
In the article I referred to a review
which I wrote in 2015 about
the
OneAdaptr World Charging Station and
the Twist Plus World Charging Station.
Two new recently released versions,
‘Twist World Adapter Duo’ and
‘Twist+ World Adapter Duo’ are
reviewed below.

I have extensively tested these
OneAdaptr chargers and have no
hesitation in highly recommending
them to our membership. They are
compact, reliable and cover all your
International Travel requirements for
charging all of of your tech devices.
I am able to quickly charge my phone,
iPad and camera, all at the one time on
any type of International power socket.
AMAZING!
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TWIST WORLD ADAPTER DUO
The World’s first all-in-one charging
station that can be used globally

Features
WORLDWIDE USE:
• Worldwide Compatibility for travellers everywhere.
• The unique Twist & Lock mechanism allows users to
simply twist and select the right power socket no
matter where they are.
• All-in-one piece design and charge up to 3 devices
simultaneously in over 150 countries from a single
outlet.
• It works as a stand-alone International wall charger.
Instead of using your Macbook to charge your
smartphone or tablet, simply use Twist World Adapter
Duo.
• Reduces the need for carrying a number of power
cords and International converters.
LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN:
• Light and compact, the all-in-one design makes it
ideal for taking in luggage
FAST CHARGE:
• It can charge your iPad up to four times faster than a
notebook and your iPad mini up to twice as fast as its
included charger.
• The built-in Max. 3.4A dual USB charger provides
higher power charging for smartphones and tablets.

Available on the Website for $37.99 USD
Plus $8.00 USD Postage
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TWIST+ WORLD ADAPTER DUO
The Twist+ World Adapter DUO
brings the dual charging
convenience to Mac users
everywhere.
It uses the clever trick of
attaching to any Apple
MacBook Power Adapter by
replacing its attached plug or
extended power cord.

When snapped into place, Twist
+ World Adapter DUO not only
allows for worldwide charging of
MacBook, but also provides a
separate Max. 3.4-Amp dual
USB charger for iPad/iPhone as
well as a universal AC outlet for
u s e w i th o th e r e l e c tr o n i c
devices.

Click Here for a video
Overview of the Product

Available on the Website for
$42.99 USD Plus $8.00 USD
Postage
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Download Free Books:
CLICK HERE The Top 20 Websites
THE MAC POWER USERS
Learn about getting the most from your
Apple technology with focused topics
and workflow guests. Creating Mac
Power Users, one geek at a time since
2009.

Website – iTunes – Overcast

FREE AGENTS
CLICK HERE
For
Podcasts

Jason Snell and I cover being an
independent worker in the 21st century
with indie-specific issues and guests.

Website – iTunes – Overcast
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Founded in 1988, in Salt Lake City, Utah,
by Nathan Emberton Computer Hope
re-invented the term "technical support"
by offering free technical support and information to everyone.
Today, Computer Hope continues to provide free support and online
services that allow any user to learn more about their computer and
find technical assistance. Some of the services offered include free
help, information, tips, computer history, contact information,
dictionary, drivers, and a community of experienced volunteers.
CLICK HERE for the website.

FREE ALTERNATIVES TO EXPENSIVE SOFTWARE FROM
The Lifehacker website lists 10 free
options to "normally pricey apps" such
as Photoshop, MS Word and Adobe
Illustrator. The apps are described and
compared with the pricey apps. Note at
the end of the article there are
comments and replies from users.
I agree that responsible reader/user
comments can be interesting and
enlightening.
Peter Baldwin
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APPLE TV 4
TIPS

Click on the Links Below
FOR
Helpful Hints and Tips to assist
With using your Apple TV 4

Apple TV Problems And How To Solve Them
12 Apple TV 4 Tips You've Probably Never Used

Compliments Of

Take Control of Your Apple Remote With These Tips
How to Use the Apple TV Siri Remote
What To Do If You Lose Your Apple TV Siri Remote
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Editor’s Tip Of The Month

♦︎
Lost Your Mouse?
If you ever lose your mouse in a
sea of windows onscreen, just
shake it, and the cursor will
automatically enlarge.

The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will attempt to
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you
advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please email
your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct topeteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
www.bellarinemac.org.au
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